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On Monday, December 

21, 2020, the Rosemont 
Community Squad 

delivered IN-N-OUT meals 
to the frontline workers 

at USC Verdugo Hills 
Hospital to show 

appreciation for their 
sacrifice and dedication.  

A World of Holidays 
By Angelina Vesselinov 

Winter is one of the most festive times of year, and it is filled with holidays from all across the world. Holidays unite 

people and give something to look forward to, especially in these tough times. Parades are held, feasts are hosted, 
and traditions are kept alive. From Christmas and Hanukkah to Bodhi Day and St. Lucia’s Day, these festivities all have 
origins and history behind them. Learning the history of these famous holidays is bound to light a spark in people’s 
thoughts of these rich celebrations. 

Hanukkah 
Hanukkah is celebrated over a span of eight days and usually occurs between November and December. It reminds 
Jews of the rededication of the Temple after the Maccabees defeated the Syrians. The Jews only had enough oil to 
keep the candles burning on the Menorah for one day, in order to rededicate the temple. By a miracle, the oil kept 
the flames going for eight days. The Jewish Festival of Lights which is celebrated by lighting a Menorah, a candle holder 
with eight candles, lighting one candle each night of Hanukkah. Children often play games like spinning a dreidel, a 
type of top, during Hanukkah, and one traditional food that is served during this time is latkes- potato pancakes served 
with applesauce.  

Christmas 
Another famous holiday that is celebrated during winter is Christmas, on December 25th. For Christians, Christmas is  
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By Angelina Vesselinov     

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1  
 

celebrated as the birth of Jesus Christ. It follows the time of Advent, which 
is when people prepare for Jesus’s birth. Christmas has grown past a 
religious holiday and has become a secular, or non-religious, holiday that is 
celebrated by many. Many people have a family tradition of going caroling, 
hanging up stockings, giving gifts, and putting up decor such as Christmas 
trees, mistletoe, and holly. According to treehugger.com, “For centuries, 
people have used evergreens to decorate inside their homes in the winter 
as a reminder that plants would return in the spring.” 

Kwanzaa 
Kwanzaa spans over seven days and begins on Dec. 26th and ends on Jan. 
1st.  It was established in 1966 by Dr. Maulana Karenga, who was a 
professor of African Studies at California State University, Long Beach. After 
the recent riots in Los Angeles, Dr. Karenga was looking for a way to bring 
together the African-American community, and therefore created this 
holiday. On each of the seven nights, the family gathers and a child 
discusses the seven principles of Kwanzaa, which were created by Dr. 
Karenga, and lights one of the candles on the Kinara (candleholder). Other 
traditions during Kwanzaa include feasts, music, poetry, and dancing.  

Chinese New Year 
Based on the lunar calendar, the dates of the Chinese New Year change 
every year. It lasts fifteen days, starting on a new moon and ending with a 
full moon, usually during January or February. This holiday/celebration 
started off as a time to honor and remember ancestors and Chinese deities 
(gods, spirits, etc.). People celebrate Chinese New Year by decorating their 
homes with red decor, lanterns, and sayings about good luck. Fireworks are 
set off to mark Chinese New Year, and parades with dragon and lion dances 
also occur. Kids usually receive small red envelopes with luck money inside.  

Saint Lucia Day 
Saint Lucia Day is a festival of lights, mostly celebrated in Sweden, Norway, 
and Finland in honor of one of the first Christian martyrs, Saint Lucia, or St. 
Lucy, who was killed by the Romans for her religion. This year, Saint Lucia 
Day will be celebrated on Sunday, December 13th. In Scandinavian 
countries, each town chooses its own St. Lucia. The girl elected wears a 
white dress with a candle wreath on her head, and so do the girls that 
follow her through town. The boys wear their own white costumes and go 
around town singing traditional songs. The festival occurs during the 
darkest and shortest days of the year, so it is used to bring light and hope 
to town. Traditionally, families have coffee and baked goods, like ginger 
biscuits and saffron bread, to honor the holiday.  

Bodhi Day 
Bodhi Day takes place on December 8th of every year and is celebrated by 
Buddhists across the world as the day when the Buddha achieved 
enlightenment and created this religion. To celebrate Bodhi Day, Buddhists 
meditate, study the Dharma, and hold services to honor the Buddha’s 
achievement. Followers of the religion relearn the importance of kindness 
and compassion and the importance of the religion. On Bodhi Day, some 
Buddhists do what the Buddha did when he achieved enlightenment and 
eat rice and milk. 
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Santa's list of  
jokes & riddles  
By Luna Aguilar 
 

WHERE DO SNOWMEN LOVE TO 
DANCE? 
 At a snowball!  
 

HOW DO WE KNOW SANTA IS GREAT AT 
KARATE?  
He has a black belt!  
 
WHAT DO SNOWMEN EAT FOR 
BREAKFAST? 
Cornflakes!  
 
WHAT DO YOU CALL AN OLD 
SNOWMAN? 
Water! 
 
WHAT DO ELVES LEARN IN SCHOOL? 
The elf-abet! 
 
WHO GIVES PRESENTS TO BABY SHARKS? 
Santa Jaws! 
 
WHAT IS A SNOWMAN'S FAVORITE 
DINNER? 
An ice-burger! 
 
WHAT DID THE GINGERBREAD MAN PUT 
ON HIS BED? 
A cookie sheet! 
 
WHAT IS SANTA CLAUS' FAVORITE 
SANDWICH? 
Peanut Butter and Jolly! 
 
WHERE DOES SANTA CLAUS HANG HIS 
SUITE AFTER CHRISTMAS?  
In the Claus-et! 
 
HOW DO FISH CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS? 
They decorate Christmas reefs. 
 
WHY DOES RUDOLPH DO SO WELL IN 
SCHOOL? 
He NOSE a lot and is very bright! 
 
WHY DID SANTA CLAUS GET A TICKET ON 
CHRISTMAS EVE? 
He left his sleigh in the  
Snow Parking Zone! 
 
https://www.altogetherchristmas.com/fu
n/jokesandriddles.html 
 
 

https://www.altogetherchristmas.com/fun/jokesandriddles.html
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FIND THE MISSING ITEMS 
By Kingston Southwick 

Somethings up with Saint Nick. There are six things in the 

top picture that are missing in the bottom picture. Can you 
figure out what Santa might be up to? 

ANSWER KEY ON PAGE 13 

 
By Sarah Frey 

 

CANDY CANE COOKIES:    
 

Ingredients:  
30 cookies* 
One package of cream cheese 
Half cup of powdered sugar  
Half cup of cream  
15 rinsed raspberries 
 

Step One:  
Use a hand mixer to beat the cream cheese. Then 
mix in the powdered sugar and cream. 
Step Two:  
Take a cookie and smear some cream cheese mix 
on it. Then place a raspberry on top. On the next 
cookie, only cover it in cream. Continue for all 
thirty. 
Step Three:  
Arrange the cookies, alternating colors, in the 
shape of a candy cane on your serving dish. 
 

APPLE CRISP:  
Ingredients:  
One cup flour**  
One cup sugar 
One cup brown sugar 
Half cup butter (one stick) 
One cup oats 
Six apples 
 

Step One:  
Put the flour, sugar, brown sugar, and butter in a 
large mixing bowl. Use a pastry cutter to cut the 
butter into the mixture until it has reached a 
grainy, coarse texture. 
Step Two:  
Skin and cut the apples. Then lay them out in the 
bottom of a glass pan. 
Step Three:  
Add oats to the flour mixture. Layer the mixture 
over the apples. Then put the crisp in the 
oven*** at 350 degrees for one hour. 
 

*Any type of cookie is fine. Plain, flat cookies are 
recommended. 
** Gluten free flour works as well. 
***If you are inexperienced with an oven, ask for help. 
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By Michael Dermody 
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Sweet Treat Holiday Drinks 
By Devon Mendoza 

This December, we will be spending most of the time indoors.  

Here are some delicious holiday drink recipes to quench your thirst. 
 
HOT CHOCOLATE BOMB   
NOTE: Half circle shaped silicone candy molds are needed for this 
recipe. https://sugargeekshow.com/recipe/shiny-chocolate-bombs-with-

marshmallows/ 
 

Ingredients: 
24 ounces (680 g) semi-sweet chocolate  
1 cup (50 g) mini marshmallows 
6 Tablespoons (88 g) hot chocolate mix 
 

 Finely chop your chocolate  

 Place the chocolate into a bowl and heat for 30 seconds in 
the microwave (1000 watts) 

 Stir the chocolate, moving the chocolate that is on the 
outside, towards the center. 

 Heat again for 15 seconds and stir again. 

 Repeat this process until the chocolate is ALMOST melted 
but not fully melted. Never heating for longer than 15 
seconds and never going above 90F.  

 Make sure your molds are clean by polishing them with a 
paper towel 

 Paint a thin layer of chocolate into the molds and 
refrigerate for 5 minutes 

 Paint a second coat of chocolate over the first, paying 
special attention to building up the rim of the sphere. 
Refrigerate for 5 minutes. 

  

RED VELVET LATTE 
https://www.almostsupermom.com/red-velvet-latte/ 
 

Ingredients: 
1 cup whole milk 
1 tablespoon sugar 
3 ounces semi-sweet chocolate chunks 
1/4 tsp red food coloring or 1 tablespoon beet juice  
1/4 tsp vanilla extract 
1/2 cup fresh brewed coffee  

 

 Place milk and granulated sugar in medium saucepan. 

 Bring to a simmer on medium heat, stirring to dissolve 
sugar. 

 Remove from heat. 

 Stir in chocolate until melted. 

 Stir in food color, coffee and vanilla. 

 Serve warm 
 

Enjoy the warm tasty drinks! 
 
 

Holiday Edition 

By Travis Phillips 
 

1. Did you know that “Jingle Bells” 
used to be a Thanksgiving song? 

 

2. Did you know Holiday decorating 
sends nearly 15,000 people to the 
Emergency Room each year? 

 

3. Did you know in San Diego you face 
a fine of $250 if you leave your 
holiday lights up past February 2? 

 

4. Did you know Americans spend 
more than 2 billion dollars on 
wrapping paper each year? 

 

5. Did you know U.S. stores make 
more than $700 billion in holiday 
sales each year? 

 

6. Did you know the German word for 
mistletoe literally means “dung on 
a twig”? 

 

7. Did you know that in 
Massachusetts, celebrating 
Christmas was illegal from 1659 
until 1681?  

 

8. Did you know you can buy 
gingerbread scented dog shampoo? 

 

9. Did you know the ten year-old girl 
that sang “I Want a Hippopotamus 
for Christmas” actually got one but 
donated it to a zoo? 

 

10. Did you know ice skating may have 
been invented 5,000 years ago in 
Finland? 

 

https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/holidays/christ
mas-ideas/g2972/surprising-christmas-facts/ 
 

Weird but True National Geographic kids Christmas edition. 
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By Tiana Gharibian 

  

ACROSS 
5.”________________ around the Christmas tree at the 
Christmas party hop.” 
6.”Oh what fun it is to ride in a one- ________________ open 
sleigh.” 
7.”Walking in a winter __________________________.” 
9.”May your holidays be _____________ and bright.” 
12. On Three Kings Day, you make a ____________ crown to 
wear on your head. 
13. One tradition is to kiss under the __________________. 
15. A special cake is usually made to celebrate ____________ 
Kings Day. 
17. “__________  ________ is coming to town.” 
19. In India, the creation of ____________ designs is done to 
wish for prosperity in the New Year. 

 
SOLUTION ON PAGE 13 

DOWN 
1. A _______________ is a type of top that children play with 
during Hanukkah. 
2.”On Dasher, on Dancer, on Prancer and Vixen, on Comet, on 
Cupid, on Donner and __________________.” 
3. Diwali is a festival of lights and one of the major Hindu, Jain and 
Sikh festival celebrated by setting off 
________________________. 
4. For Kwanzaa, candles of black, red and ________________ are 
lit in celebration. 
5. ____________________, the red nosed reindeer. 
8. “Merry Christmas to all and to all a good ______________.” 
9. During Hanukkah, nine candles are placed in a 
______________. 
10. On Three Kings Day, children find gifts in their  _____________ 
that they took off and left by their bed. 
11. It is all fun and games until Santa checks the 
________________ List. 
14. Keep a ___________ on for Christmas Eve so Santa can find 
the cookies and milk. 
16. During the seven nights of _________________, families 
gather and light one of the candles on the Kinara each night. 
18. “…Tis the reason to be ________________, falalalalalala.” 
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By Olivia Hur 

HOLIDAY HOME MAKEOVER WITH MR. CHRISTMAS 

By Isabella De Soto Carrillo 

This holiday home makeover show features great family entertainment that will help bring in the Christmas spirit. Mr. 

Christmas (actor Benjamin Bradley} helps families make their Christmas decorating dreams come true. This festive show 
features many interesting and new holiday crafts, recipes, and tradition ideas for each chosen family. In one episode, 
Mr. Christmas took a Styrofoam cone and neatly hot glued peppermint candy spheres to the cone, making sure to cover 
all the parts of the cone with the candies. It made for a very festive ornament.                                                                   

In this fun family Christmas show, Mr. Christmas doesn’t work alone. He has a group of ¨elves¨ with different 
talents, who help him complete his holiday home makeover design visions. Rosie is the coordinator and makes sure Mr. 
Christmas has whatever he needs. Louis is the “ready-for-anything” elf of the group. Barb is ¨the crafty” elf and Chris is 
“the builder” elf. These experienced helpers go to different families with Mr. Christmas and make their holiday 
decorating dreams come true. 

Mr. Christmas has a lot of challenges to overcome when doing a home holiday makeover. He is responsible for 
preparing a holiday design in record time, work with and get to know the chosen family, and complete construction of 
his design while making sure the family is happy with everything he does. Overall, this heartwarming Netflix series is the 
perfect show to have on the television while the family is decorating the Christmas tree or covering the mantel with 
holiday candles and ornaments. The Holiday Home Makeover with Mr. Christmas show provides viewers with some 
interesting ideas for creating new holiday decor and additional holiday rituals available for the holiday season. It is a very 
light-hearted series and provides keen insight about passed-down family traditions, how to design creatively, and to 
focus on the real importance of a family holiday gathering. 
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  SIMPLE HOLIDAY 
CRAFTS TO DO 
WITH YOUR 
FAMILY! 

By Anna Baghdanian 
 

 

FLOWER POT HOLIDAY CHARACTER  
CANDY BOWLS 
What you will need:  

 Mini Flower Pots (clean and new) 

 Paint 

 Paint brushes 

 Googly eyes 

 Pipe cleaners (optional) 

 Ribbon (optional) 

 Felt (optional 

 Hot glue or Craft Glue 

 Candy! 
Steps: 
First paint the flower pot with some paint 
(colors depend on what you are doing) 
Then you use the hot glue to stick on the 
google eyes and other embellishments  
Customize it however you like and fill it 
with candy and other treats! 
 

Here is the link for more details 
https://crazylittleprojects.com/holiday-character-
candy-pots/ 
 
 

SNOW COVERED MASON JARS 
What you will need: 

 Any Size Mason Jar 

 Tacky glue 

 Epsom Salt  

 Glitter(optional) 

 Flameless Tea Lights or Fairy 
Lights(optional) 

 Twine or String(optional)  
Steps: 
First mix together the Salt and glitter 
together in a plate or a bowl that’s is bigger 
than your jar. 
Take your mason jar and cover it in tacky 
glue then dip into your mixture. 
You can also apply the glue in a small area 
then dip it in little by little. 
After it's dried you can wrap twine or string 
around the top securing it with hot glue. 
Then you can also put your tea light or fairy 
lights in the jar to give a nice glow. 
 

Here is the link for more details 
https://apumpkinandaprincess.com/diy-snowy-
mason-jars/ 
 

 

 

 

By Abigail Alario 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SNOWMAN                      REINDEER                  STOCKING 
EGGNOG                       ELVES                       ORNAMENTS 
SLEIGH                            MISTLETOE                RUDOLPH 
GINGERBREAD                 PRESENTS                  SANTA 
HANUKKAH  CHRISTMAS 

 

FIND THE SOLUTION ON PAGE 13 

ENJOY 
                              YOUR 
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  MUST-SEE  

HOLIDAY  

MOVIES  
(Santa-Approved) 
By Melanie Sarkissian 

2020. What a year. During this unconventional 

holiday season, with COVID-19 precautions in 
place, people all over the world will be forced to 
celebrate differently. But, different does not 
necessarily mean bad; in fact, there are many 
different activities to partake in this holiday 
season right from inside one’s very own home. 
This year, season up the holiday season with 
some unforgettable movies! No matter what 
one celebrates at this time of year, there is 
something for everyone!  

Finding good movies can be hard, 
especially during the holidays when there are so 
many options but so few good ones. Yet, viewers 
will surely enjoy some of the following 
selections. First off, there are the classics such as 
“The Grinch”, a family-friendly animation that 
went viral in the filming industry with its 
heartwarming story of Christmas in Whoville. 
For those looking for a new Christmas movie, 
“The Christmas Chronicles” is a stellar choice: 
this exciting story follows a sister and a brother 
ruining Christmas and trying to fix it back up, 
with the help of the one, and only Santa Claus. 
Of course, Christmas is not the only holiday out 
there; there’s Hanukkah, Kwanzaa, and many 
more. “An American Tail” is a film about the 
Jewish immigrant experience but shown 
through an animated tale of a family of mice. 
Last, but not least, viewers that don’t feel like 
celebrating anything will enjoy the classic 
“Home Alone”, this movie follows a clever trying 
to outwit two mindless robbers. 

While 2020 has been a challenging year, 
the holidays can still be celebrated with many 
activities and watching movies is at the top of 
the list! No matter what one celebrates, there is 
always something to do. Watching movies is a 
great activity to do alone or with your family. 
Check out some of the suggested movies and 
celebrate the holidays with the ones you care 
about. 
 

By Charlize Azaryan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The solution is on page 13 

QUIRKY QUIZ  By Micah Ko 
Question #1: Would you rather… 

A. Go sledding on top of a penguin. 
B. Ride down a mountain in a sled with reindeers pulling it. 

 

Question #2: If you had to choose, which one would you pick? 
A. Spend the holidays wherever you want with your friends.  
B. Have your entire family over at your house for Christmas.  

 

Question #3: Which main holiday dish would you rather have? 
A. Glazed ham 
B. Stuffed turkey 

 

Question #4: Where would you like to spend your winter break? 
A. In Hawaii  
B. New York 

 

Question #5: Would you rather... 
A. Have pointy ears like an elf 
B. Become a snowman of your choice 

 

If you picked A for most of the questions, you are an elf and will spend 

the holidays with your family lounging on a beach. 

If you picked B for most of the questions, you are a snowman and will 

spend the holidays with your family skiing in packed, powdery snow. 
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By Claire Song 

“Mom! I want all those pretty necklaces there!” Brittney was an 18 year-old spoiled girl and the only child her 

parents had. They were wealthy and doted on their selfish girl. Brittney was plump, demanding, and wanted 
everything that appealed to her. Her parents indulged her whims and bought her anything she wanted.  

“Daddy, it will be Christmas soon!! You better get me the pair of earrings I wanted!” hollered Brittney from 
across the room. Her father replied calmly, “You have a hundred other pairs of earrings. You should choose from 
them.” Brittney began to have a temper tantrum and screamed loudly. Her father just ignored her and kept on 
reading. She started to complain to her mother and her mother ignored her too. Brittney started crying louder. Her 
parents had never ignored her before. The next day was the same thing happened. She was ignored by her parents. 
This went on for days until Christmas Eve. During that time, Brittney had started to take care of her own needs and 
buy the things that she needed herself.  

Christmas morning, Brittney woke up to the smell of bacon in the air. She got up and went to the kitchen. 
Bursting into tears, she hugged her mother. Her mother was confused but hugged her back. Brittney explained, “I am 
so sorry! I won't ever ask for anything that will just waste your money again.” That afternoon, she went with her 
mother and together they donated a large sum of money to a charity that helps families in need. After seeing a family 
living on the street begging for food, Brittney came to understand that there were many more people in need than 
she was. She was developing empathy. That Christmas, Brittney received a great gift. She had learned to stop wasting 
money, to be more generous, and to think of others more than herself.  
 

By Kelcie Peterson 
 

1. TOP ELF by Caleb Zane Huett 
The competition is on for these elves as Santa is trying to find his next successor. The North Pole hosts  
a series of games to see who can become the next person that will deliver the gifts to millions of kids in  
the world. Who will end up being the next generation of Santa Clause? 
2. WINTERFROST by Michelle Houts  
Christmas has finally arrived, but Bettina’s parents are suddenly rushed away, leaving her home alone to take care of her sister. 
The household then ignores their annual holiday treat that they leave out for the folklore who seem to keep an eye on them and 
their home. After her sister goes missing while napping, and their true enchantment finally appears, it forces an adventure for 
Bettina into the mischievous area of those folk. 
3. DEAR AMERICA: CHRISTMAS AFTER ALL by Kathryn Lasky  
The year is 1932, and a young girl named Minnie Swift is struggling through the Great Depression alongside her family. Even 
though they see the upcoming holiday as bleak, they are still able to find a way to push away their struggles and celebrate the 
holiday joyfully.  
4. DREIDELS ON THE BRAIN by Joel Ben Izzy  
Not only is Joel, a twelve year old magician, trying to survive Hanukkah in 1971, but he’s also trying to find himself in the  
process. Along with that, he’s the only Jewish student at his school, and on these eight nights, he starts to wonder what things 
are worth believing in.  
5. NANCY AND PLUM by Betty McDonald 
The two young sisters, Nancy and Plum, have been orphans for years. As December creeps around again, the girls decide to 
devise a plan to never spend another holiday season in that orphanage.  
6. THE LAST HOLIDAY CONCERT by Andrew Clements 
For Hart Evans, being popular comes with its advantages. He’s able to get away with practically anything with the 
teachers...except for his chorus instructor. After this teacher learns that he is going to lose his job due to budget cuts, the kids 
realize that they will have to put on the last holiday concert completely by themselves.  
7. SKIPPING CHRISTMAS by John Grisham  
Luther and Nora Krank are fed up with the Christmas chaos; endless shopping, the hassle of decorating, multiple expenses. They 
simply decided to skip Christmas. With their only child off in Peru, the couple decides to go on a cruise leaving on the 25th, but it 
turns out not being much of a vacation. When word comes home that their daughter is arriving back home for the holidays, the 
Kranks must pull off a Christmas miracle.  
8. A BOY CALLED CHRISTMAS by Matt Haig 
In Nikolas’ lifetime, he has only been given one present, which was from his mother and father. It was a doll that meant 
everything to him, but when his dad disappears he must journey to the North Pole and uncover the true story of Kris Kringle. 
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  SNOWBALL 
FIGHT MADLIBS 
By Rachel Park 

Helen the ____________(animal) and 

her ___________(adjective) friends are 

going to be playing in the 

___________(color) snow today. The 

temperature is perfect today and so 

Helen decided that today is the best 

day to play with her 

_____________(adjective) friends. 

Helen meets with her friends at the 

park, everyone is dressed in 

____________(adjective) clothes. Her 

friend, Bobby the ____________ 

(animal) comes first then Wynn the 

____________(color) cat. A few more 

of her friends ___________(verb) and 

they decide to start playing in the 

snow.  Wynn the ___________(color) 

cat decides to have a snowball fight. 

Everyone ___________(adverb) agrees. 

They divide into 

______(number above 1) teams of 

_______(number above 1). They start 

building a few forts and snowballs to 

start. The first team throws a snowball 

at team _______(number). The 

snowball fight has started! Everyone 

starts throwing and 

____________(verb) snowballs at each 

other. A  ______(number) hours pass 

and everyone is tired and wants a 

break. Helen and her team rests for a 

while and enjoys a 

__________(adjective) cup of 

___________(beverage). 

After  ____(number) minutes they start 

again. Everyone is having fun, throwing 

snowballs at each other. Soon they 

finish and they all leave. Helen the 

___________(animal) had fun today 

and hopes she can have fun like this 

again in the __________(color) snow. 

 

A PERFECT  
GIFT 
By Chloe Lee 
 

Christmas is around the corner. There are holiday songs playing on the 

radio, houses all decorated, and streets lit up with holiday lights. Many 
people are searching for gifts for the people they care about at this time 
of the year. Due to the Coronavirus pandemic that started earlier this 
year, there are limits to the types of presents that can be given. Some 
people are having trouble finding good gifts to give this year, so these are 
some ideas of presents to consider. 

One gift that people can give is a gift card, which allows the 
recipient to buy anything they want with it. Another gift idea is to get 
someone an item that they need for daily life such as soap, clothes, or 
kitchen utensils. That way, the person who gets the gift will probably use 
it a lot. A third suggestion is to give a homemade gift, which can be 
anything from a scrapbook to baked goods. It can be fun to make, and 
usually costs less money than store-bought presents. Technology like 
phones, headphones, video games, or laptops can also be a good gift, but 
they might cost a lot more to buy than most things. 

A present that can be given to someone interested in a specific 
movie, TV show, or book, is merchandise related to the topic. Customized 
gifts with the person’s name on them could also be a good present. Due 
to the pandemic, people don’t get many chances to see their relatives or 
friends, however, sending a Christmas gift or card is one way to show 
your love for them. 
 

EDITORIAL: 2021, HERE WE COME 
By Hayden Shirvanian 

In 2021, I believe students would like to be able to interact in-person with 

their friends and go back to living their normal life. As a seventh grader, 
being in quarantine for so many months has made me feel like I am going 
stir-crazy. I miss going to see my friends and even going to the school 
campus. I am very excited to start a fresh new year.  

The year ahead has many children and adults hoping for their 
lives to go back to some kind of normal daily schedule. When we first 
went into lockdown, it felt weird doing online school and not being able 
to go where I wanted. In 2021, I hope to be able to go out and explore 
more of my community without being forced to stay at home. 

I have learned a lot of things over this challenging time. I have 
learned to be more grateful to have a roof over my head and that it is a 
blessing to just go out to get a treat every once in a while. I am spending 
more time with my family and learning more about them. I have also 
learned that this time of confinement will help me develop more 
patience. It has made me a stronger person and given me the time to 
explore new activities. In 2021, I will try not to lose sight of all the good 
things that came out of the year 2020. I am now looking forward the year 
2021, to overcome this pandemic and make new, happy memories. 
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  By Eirah Basa 

The 12 days of Workouts is where people do one workout suggestion each day for twelve days AFTER Christmas. This is planned 

for after Christmas since some people have been indulging in holiday treats a bit too much.  This also could be entertaining, in 
case it gets boring after the holidays are over. Besides that, working out is good for people's health. This workout plan starts on 
the 26th, the day after Christmas. It will continue from December 26, 2020 until January 6, 2021. 

 
1) December 26th, the workout is a one minute plank  
2) December 27th is 3 laps (walk or run) around the block  
3) December 28th is 3 burpees  
4) December 29th is 4 pushups and four sit ups 
5) December 30th is 5 squats 
6) December 31st is 60 seconds of mountain climbers  
7) January 1st is 7 minutes of dancing to a song 
8) January 2nd is 8 lunges on each leg 
9) January 3rd is 9 wall pushups, first with both hands then one hand 
10) January 4th is 10 minutes of playing a favorite sport 
11) January 5th is 11 jumping jacks 
12) January 6th is 12 high knees 

 
This is a fun workout to do with a family member or friend. It will help your heart since working out keeps your heart 
in a healthy state. Staying healthy is important so have fun with this workout! 
 

By Layla Spencer 

The New Year is when most people decide to make resolutions and goals for themselves, many 

participate in this event. It's human nature to set goals at the start of something new, and to hope 
for good luck and fortune. It is also a way to show how someone has matured over the last 365 
days. New Year’s is one of the largest world celebrations because it is the ending of a year. 
Celebrating New Years has existed since 2000 B.C. It’s the day that people say goodbye to the year 
that just ended and hello to the new one.  

There are many traditions that go with the holiday. Some people around the world believe 
that leaving the doors and windows open will let out the old year.  In New York, they hand out 
special peppermint pigs. Everyone takes a turn smashing it, and then they eat a piece for good 
fortune. In Denmark it is a good thing to have broken dishes. The Danish will go around breaking 
dishes on their family and friend’s doorsteps for good luck. They also will stand on chairs, and jump 
off the chair at midnight, symbolizing that they are jumping into the New Year ahead. 

In Brazil, they wear white to symbolize good luck and peace. They also believe they can 
increase their luck by jumping over seven waves at the beach, with one wish granted for each wave. 
In Spain, they eat twelve grapes, exactly twelve. One at each stroke of midnight. It’s said to 
guarantee a lucky year. Each grape represents a month. In Puerto Rico, dumping a bucket of water 
out a window is believed to drive away bad spirits. They also sprinkle sugar outside of their houses 
in order to bring in good luck. No matter what part of the world a person is from, traditions and 
superstitions surrounding the changing of the year all point to wanting to have good fortune and 
prosperity. New Year’s is a time that everyone celebrates, let’s go of the past year and starts off 
fresh. 
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